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Introduction
This white paper presents an overview of the q-Status™ Server Analysis software–its benefits, its uses and product 

details. This overview discusses IT server configuration management problems, argues for the cost effectiveness of the 

use of q-Status™ and details some real case examples and their results.

The Requirements
When maintaining a complex data center, Information Technology (IT) organization must have timely access to server 

configuration information. They must analyze server configuration data and maintenance requirements, review and deploy 

hardware/software updates, identify single points of failure and allocate server resources to projects.  For advanced 

server configuration management, they must report relationships of their software and hardware across the Enterprise 

and identify dependencies. This encompasses dependencies between servers, storage, networks, operating system and 

software. Server configuration data becomes very valuable when IT performs a server consolidation or a server migration. 

IT requires reliable server configuration data and analysis to make decision quickly when required–as for example in an 

emergency. 
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Enter q-Status
LogiQwest became interested in Server configuration tools because of its Server Migration and Server Consolidation 

consulting projects. The people at LogiQwest understood the need for general administrative IT tools that are simple to 

use, collect data easily, have a brief learning curve and are usable under multiple desktop systems. Since it typically falls 

on the system administrator to collect and maintain server monitoring tools, LogiQwest took it upon themselves to create 

a comprehensive configuration analysis tool that system administrators would feel comfortable using. The tool provides 

clearly understandable reports, is easy to implement, has little or no learning curve and requires very little maintenance or 

hand holding to operate and maintain.  Supporting all the major Unix servers, Linux and Windows operating systems, 

and using a web interface that works under any desktop environment, q-Status™ not only provides comprehensive 

configuration data for servers (including hardware, software, patches, network and storage), but allows comparison of 

servers with other servers or with themselves (historical baselines).  q-Status™ compares a set of parameters to a server 

or set of servers to see if they meet standard requirements. 

q-Status™ uses modern Web 2.0 JSON technologies to quickly provide search and filter functions for locating and 

analyzing information. q-Status™ unique discrepancy engine that provide multiple type of reports such as missing only or 

version conflict. q-Status™ summary reports display total amounts such as total storage and how they are being 

assigned for the whole data center or Enterprise.

q-Status™ is used both in the data center to maintain centralized server status information as well as by Profession 

Service Organizations as a valuable tool to support server migration, service consolidation and server assessment. 

Data Center Implementation
An implementation for a technical university in Europe utilizes q-Status™ to provide server configuration status and 

analysis and to document the servers at their campuses.  They have deployed q-Status™ for Solaris, Windows, Linux 

and AIX servers. The q-Status™ Runbook association that is part of the software displays their documentation as well as 

configuration information and analysis. On the first day of deployment, q-Status™ exposed duplicate IP addresses in the 

data centers. One of the universities using q-Staus™ has extended the system by implemented custom comparison 

programs for proprietary data collection processes and use q-Status™ to provide multiple server comparisons and 

baseline comparisons for their own custom data using the templates provided with q-Status™. 

Support Service Implementation
A software provider uses q-Status™ to analyze configuration issues for its clients product deployment in Enterprise 

environments. The company in the first couple of days of q-Status™ implementation, were able to close support tickets 

that had been open for three months by immediately identifying configuration discrepancies. Since they are constantly 

modeling different configurations of their software, they use q-Status™ to quickly identify internal server configurations 

and assess their availability for testing.

Server Migration
Server migration projects occur for several reasons. The construction of a new data center, hardware upgrade or change 

to a new platform or even because of an emergency event. q-Status™ server analysis played an important part in a 

server migration project. Due to a construction project, a Fortune 500 company experienced air contamination which 

affected all of their servers in their primary data center. Though the data center remained operational, all of the servers 

would need to be replaced or they would start failing one after another. Time was of the essence to move all processing 

to new servers as soon as possible and to a clean environment. To complicate matters further,  the contaminated data 

center was supporting high volume business transaction processing and if taken down would have significant impact on 

the business. Hence the migration had to be done quickly, reliably an effectively. 
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For this project, q-Status™ was deployed to collect data on all the servers that had to be migrated. Many of these 

systems were old hardware with legacy systems still in use.  q-Status™ was able to immediately identify each system, 

including the old systems, report their current state, storage and networking issues. When analyzed, many server 

configuration showed inconsistencies along with single points of failure such as non mirrored disks. This allowed for the 

hardware provider to create a comprehensive new data center design without the time consuming process of taking a 

manual inventory and reviewing large lists of information. q-Status™ created concise reports that reduce the design 

process to days instead of weeks. At the same time the migration plan could be designed to define project tasks for 

update, move and migration. The project analysis time was reduced to days by using q-Status™. q-Status™ time 

savings also allowed more testing and validation to be accomplished to improve reliability for the move. When the data 

center was migrated and moved, downtime was kept to a minimum.

Server Assessment 
From time to time, data centers ask for server assessments to be performed by an outside Professional Service 

organization. Such an assessment should identify potential failure issues, configuration anomalies and any best practice 

issue that needs to be addressed. Typically server assessments take several weeks and require two people to complete, 

for example you would spend four person/weeks with two people for 80 servers. The request to provide a server 

assessment for a small education institution of 18 servers resulted in an initial quote of three weeks with one person. This 

expense exceeded the budget and would take too long. The project needed to be completed in a week and with half the 

number of resources. q-Status, by replacing the manual collecting and analyzing data, enabled the Professional Service 

group to deliver this project as required. Using q-Status™, they were able to evaluate and analyze the 18 servers in less 

than four days and spend the remainder of the allocated time writing the documentation. 

How q-Status™ Works
The success of q-Status™ lies in its design. Standard system processes are used to deliver a set of system level scripts 

that work on each operating system to collect the raw configuration data. These script execute standard operating 

system commands such as ifconfig for Linux and Unix server or ipconfig for Windows servers. The raw data is then 

transfered as text to the q-Status™ Web application where it can be processed and reviewed. There is no database 

involved in q-Status™ processing therefore it requires no database administrator. This simplifies the task for a system 

administrator or system specialist of configuring and maintaining q-Status™. The use of standard system commands to 

collect information, causes any burden on a machine while collecting data to be negligible.

For continuous data center monitoring, q-Status™ provides an ANT ssh transfer module for true security that works on 

all OS, whether SSH is installed or whether the server can support secure transfer. q-Status™ also supports standard 

methods to transfer data such as FTP and shared directories. Continuous system monitoring is maintained though a 

crontab or scheduler system which tends to be a well understood system administrative process.
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For a project based configuration analysis, q-Status™ uses a standalone extraction script to collect data for transfer. The 

script packages the data into a compressed file which can be submitted via mail. It is worth mentioning that the size of q-

Status™ data is very small for transfer or mailing as compared to other types of collection processes that use agents or 

daemons.

q-Status™ has conversion utilities for operating systems that use a proprietary analysis program to collect data. For 

example, Sun Microsystems has a diagnostic utility called Sun Explorer. q-Status™Solaris comes equipped with an easy-

to-use converter that moves Explorer data to q-Status™ data. Though q-Status™ collected data is smaller than Explorer 

data, more configuration information is available through q-Status™  than through Explorer with some functionality added 

such as complex servers associations.
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Product Details

q-Status Web Application
The Web application runs under an Apache Web server as a standard CGI program. This simplifies establishing a web 

server to run q-Status™. All collected raw text data is placed in the q-Status™ data directory and once placed there 

becomes available for analysis. There is no importing function required. As new server data is collected, transferring the 

data directory to q-Status™ makes it immediately available.

q-Status Interface
The q-Status™ interface is accessed through an http reference. Using Web 2.0 technology, q-Status™ presents to the 

user, a set of button rollovers to access different reports and functions. There is no navigation to sub directories or hidden 

information locations. The standard icon set consists of a “network Icon”, “software icon”, “kernel icon”, “patches icon”, a 

“system information icon” and a “disk icon”. Icon sets may consist of multiple rollover sets but under the same 

classification. There is no need to look around to find a server first, then its network card to just identify its IP address.  

One can locate that information quickly with just two clicks and most reports are available with just two clicks. 
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Single Server Report
To gain information about a single server, a listing of servers is present with a summary as to their OS version and the 

model or hardware type. This summary selection page filters and sorts using pull downs for easy and intuitive navigation. 

The system information icon will display a server summary listing hardware, OS level, number of disks and network 

information. This dashboard allows drill down to the full reports for network, software, kernel, patches and other related 

system information. Other single server include network, software and disks.
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Summary Reports 
Both network and disk information can be summarized for the entire enterprise in one report. The Disk summary report 

summarizes all the disk usage in the data center for all servers. Type filtering such as data, system and var filesystems is 

included with a variety of column sorts and filtering to highlight information. The disk summary report can also drill down 

to each individual server for detail disk information. The network summary display all the servers IP addresses, and 

checks for duplicates. The network status report summarizes the speed of each network, half or full duplex, and auto 

negotiate on or off. 

Multiple Server Comparisons
Software packages, patch and kernel reports yield multiple server comparisons and use q-Status™ unique discrepancy 

engine that supports multiple filtering. For example, the patch comparison page for q-Status™Solaris displays a patch 

report for only patches that are missing, have a revision conflict or are not the correct recommend version. These 

different type filters use Web 2.0 JSON which provides quick response to filter and search information.

Search Widget Filter
For large lists of complex data such as packages and patches, q-Status™ incorporates a JSON search filtering 

mechanism to instantly locate only the software package types or patches. For example, a software package list might 

consist of 500 packages installed on the system as multiple pages. By using the Search Widget, this list can be reduced 

to only those software package of interest such as a single page that compares the Weblogic applications. The q-

Status™ search widget is also regular expression savvy which extends its capability to locate information. 
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Search Function
The main interface has a search function to locate serves with installed software and version and patch and their 

revisions. The software and patch search functions locates servers that do not have software or patches or the correct 

versions installed. There is a general search which will scan the q-Status™ raw data to locate the desired information. 

For example servers with point to point interface can be quickly located by searching for “POINTOPOINT” in the network 

files. Or search for servers with specific hardware cards with firmware that may require firmware updates.

Baseline Comparison 
q-Status™ incorporates a baseline comparisons. A baseline allows for a history of server changes to be documented 

and compared. Baseline functions offer hardware, network, software and patches baseline comparison. The discrepancy 

engine is included as well as the Search Widget Filter. Baseline creations can be schedule through the crontab or 

Windows schedule. But they also can be created ad hoc. For example, when implementing a new patch cluster, software 

updates or hardware updates or network updates could be compared to the previous working system to see if the 

appropriate changes have taken place. In this role q-Status™ can serve as a validation method for Change Control and 

Change Management. 
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RAW Data
Raw data that is collected for which there is no format report, can still be displayed. Since the data is in text format, most 

reports support display of the raw data collected. For example, q-Status is collecting raw “df -k” data for Unix and the 

similar data for Windows. From the network report a simple click of a raw data links will display the raw data. Packages, 

hardware, storage and so forth all support raw data displayed. Raw data displays can also be accessed from the general 

search function which high-light found values with hyperlink paging.
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The Sidebar 
Other functions of q-Status™ are available though the q-Status™ sidebar. This sidebar not only 

supports additional q-Status™ modules, but gives access to custom modules either developed 

by the client using the extensive templates or using LogiQwests’s customization service. 

Examples of additional configuration analysis modules are Veritas Volume Manager, Sun Volume 

Manager, ZFS filesystem, Veritas Cluster, Sun Cluster, VMware and Solaris Zones. On the 

software side we provide configuration analysis for JAVA, Tomcat, Apache, and MySQL 

applications. Some companies have utilized q-Status™ to evaluate the configuration of their 

software installations using both standard q-Status™ and custom developed modules. This is particularly useful for 

Enterprise deployments where baselines are maintained for later comparisons and troubleshooting.

Sun Path Diagnostics
For the Solaris version of q-Status™, the patch icon not only supports patch comparison for individual servers, but has 

integrated the Sun Microsystems standard patch reference file (e.g. patchdiag.xref) to show compliance by patch type 
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(e.g. recommended security and other types of patches plus will identify patch withdrawn issues) and by patch release 

date. A list of patches can be generated from this report. This Solaris Patch Diagnostics summary grades all Solaris 

servers in the data center with a patch bar graph to show compliance. This works with version of Solaris starting as early 

as version 2.51 to the current version for all architectures. 
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